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Art, Science and Education: 
The revolutionary forces of culture and science



Partnerships:

*

National Oceanic & Atmospheric 
Administration: 

Oregon Washington California 
EPA  …. 

Oregon Department of Agriculture  
Oregon Bee Project 

Oregon Environmental Council  

Coastal Discovery Center, Newport Oregon 
Oregon Museum of Science & Technology (OMSI) 

West  Willamette Restoration 
Partnership 

Aquarium of the Pacific



William Stelle,  former Regional Director of NOAA 
Fisheries NW Region  

Mary Lou Soscia, EPA Columbia River Coordinator 



Dr. Bill Peterson -  Newport Research Center 
NOAA’s Pacific Marine Operations 

Artists-in-residence move out of the classroom and into the field. The field can a 
boat, a lab, a forest or a farm



Ardis DeFreece artist in 
residence with NOAA 

Fisheries,  
Hatfield Marine Science 

Center 







Stephanie J. Fogel 
 Artist, activist and member of the 
Confederated Tribes of the Grand 

Ronde. Her thesis work focused on 
the language of imagery as cultural 

critique.2014- 2015 Science in Studio 
Watershed Toxics



Esteban Camacho Steffensen’s 
“paint by number” mural, 

engages community in co-
creating a salmon mural 

detailing the river ecosystem 
and impacts of their own 

watershed.





Long Beach, 
California 

Corvallis, Oregon 







 Spring and Summer 2017 



Art is not only about inspiration but also includes  
research, gathering information, and experimentation with a variety 

of forms and formats



Willing to research and explore history and raise 
questions about conquest and capitalism



Product: Experience, conversation, and a series of 4 posters showing a 
cycle of degradation, restoration leading to a healthy forest.



Tale of Two Species 2015-2016
Students Shelby Smith and Michelle Guthrie work with NOAA examine our 
relationship with marine mammals along the Southern California coastline.



How far should surfers, kayakers and boaters stay away from 
whales?





Speak my language - word out to surfers & boaters





Cross-pollination 

Collaborating across culture, language, and discipline

Molly Alloy, PNCA student. Oregon Bee Project



* Color collection based on entomologists’ tools. 

* Affinity work - relating to bees

* Farm Workers, Bees & Pesticides

Cross-pollination 

  developed by artist Molly Alloy



Project goals of getting folks to feel more connected to bees, 
understand their diversity and the essential role bees have in 

ecology and agriculture - leads to affinity work. 

A Color & Draw Book
by 

Molly Alloy



Community Festival Pollinator Week



Piñeros y Campesinos Unidos de Noroeste  
Farmworkers and Tree Planters Union of the Northwest

A conversation in Spanish, between PCUN’s President, Ramon Ramirez, 
and Gilbert Uribe of the Department of Agriculture explored ways in which 
pollinators and farm workers face similar threats, deserve to have their 
respective needs met, and each play an essential role in the survival of 
agricultural lands and economies of Oregon. 



Oregon Bee Project - Oregon Department of Agriculture, Sarah Kincaid 
and Anondy Melathopoulos Oregon State University

Embedded artists come to learn science, the scientists and the process but 
they can offer something in return - a larger cultural perspective with 

multiple vocabularies, diverse media and an expanded audience 



Artists and designers create the bridges between scientists and 
the public and so invite novel ways of apprehending and 

understanding our environment and foster consciousness about 
the world we want to create.

Anke Gladnick - connecting the diverse cultural celebration of around the migration of salmon to highlight 
California’s native salmon runs. Illustration book and curriculum developed for 4-5th graders. 



Thank you


